We address the person-independent recognition problem of facial expressions using static 3D face data. 
Introduction
Automatic recognition of facial expressions is one of the actively studied topics in computer vision. Most of the works in the literature have used 2D luminance images of peak expressions. The majority of them has focused on prototypical expressions belonging to the six basic emotions assumed to be universal [5] , while a minority of these studies has considered the local deformations due to the activation of certain muscle groups. A good survey of these methods is in [15, 6] . The latter approach has the potential of recognizing a much wider range of expressions and hence to infer both emotional or mental states. In reality, there exists a very rich set of identifiable facial expressions; furthermore, each emotion class can be reflected as facial expression in quite diverse ways. Therefore expression detectors should better address the large variety of real-life expressions via the instrument of local facial actions. Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [4] is the most popular methodology in computer vision research to analyze the expressions with this approach. FACS defines 46 muscle-related action units (AUs) that can be assumed as fundamental building blocks of expressions.
For the challenging problem of facial action unit recognition, many authors applied special purpose 2D image features. For instance Tian et al. [24] employ specialized image features like contour parameters for each facial action. Pantic and Rothcrantz [14] recognize the actions from the geometry of detected feature points, both from frontal and profile views. There are also studies that exploit dynamic information for improved recognition, as in [13, 25] . Kapoor et al. [8] employ infrared to detect pupils in order to cope with the head pose and automatically recognize upper facial action units in video. In lieu of special purpose features, Bartlett et al. [2] follow a data-driven approach, which is realized by using bank of Gabor filters to obtain image-based representations of the action units. By means of Adaboost and Support Vector Machines, AU detectors are trained with the sample apex frames. An important aspect of their work is that they try to detect both posed and spontaneous expressions. Spontaneous expressions may differ in their dynamics and activated muscles, involve considerable head pose and subtler changes as compared to posed expressions. Performing training over the posed expressions, they found average area under the ROC curve (AuC) 0.71 with spontaneous expressions. This serious performance drop of 0.21 percentage points the difficulties inherent in spontaneous expressions vis-à-vis posed expressions. More recently, this system of 20 AU detectors were applied to automatically discriminate between posed and genuine pain [10] , indicating the importance of training over spontaneous expressions in detecting the real pain; resulting in average AuC of 0.76.
In recent years, with the advances in 3D acquisition technologies, use of 3D data is becoming an alternative in facial analysis. In face recognition its advantage has already been demonstrated compared to 2D data, being immune to illumination and pose variations. These confounding factors occur quite frequently in real-life applications, and become problematic for 2D camera images. Besides, 3D data can also enable analysis of subtler and/or wider range of expressions. Because facial surfaces are measured directly as opposed to indirect measurements of deformations due to of muscle contractions in luminance images. However, current research on 3D expression analysis is still limited, and so far only the six universal emotions (happiness, surprise, fear, anger, sadness, disgust) have been documented in the literature.
Wang et al. [26] have identified six prototypical emotional expressions by extracting regional histograms related to surface curvatures. The seven relevant face segments have been obtained by manually marking 64 points, and via linear discriminant analysis they obtained 83.6% classification rate. They compared 3D recognition performance with that of a 2D method on the BU-3DFE database [30] and showed extreme sensitivity of the 2D techniques to head rotations. Other 3D studies made on the same database have also showed improved performances [19, 11, 12, 21, 22] . For example, application of artificial neural networks to five characteristic facial distances that are calculated from feature points gives 91.3% [19] ; a swarm intelligence based classification method after registering a 3D generic face model by means of landmarks results in 92.3% [11] ; and finally the performance of regularized multi-class AdaBoost applied on 83 feature points is 95.1% [21] .
There has been recently also some work on the recognition of the six universal emotions using 3D video [20] . In this study, first 83 facial features are tracked with subjectdependent Active Appearance Models (AAMs) over projected texture, then Hidden Markov Models are employed to recognize eight AUs of five upper and three lower AUs. They found also that their 3D method performs better than the 2D tracking method.
While in 2D, recognition of a rich set of AUs has been investigated by several authors so far, 3D expression research remains limited to the six basic emotions. In this paper we extend the 3D facial expression research to a much richer set of AUs. We present three important contributions to 3D expression analysis. First, we propose a novel datadriven approach which is subject independent and works fully automatically, and does not require facial landmarking like previous studies. Instead of using feature points, our method analyzes the whole facial surface to detect action units via a non-rigid registration technique. Second, we extend the 3D repertoire to 22 AUs, rather than limiting the set to prototype expressions. Finally, we demonstrate the subtle expression detection capability of our method, which are important criteria for spontaneous expressions.
Action Unit Detection in 3D based on NonRigid Registration
Previous studies on 3D expression have not addressed automatic estimation of detailed correspondences between 3D faces. While a coarse and usually rigid registration is sufficient for face recognition task, expression analysis may demand more elaborate registration. Therefore, automatic estimation of detailed correspondences is a crucial part of practical systems. Common approaches for this goal start with manually marking a large set of feature points [30, 19, 21, 22] . Alternatively, a 3D generic model is initially registered to 3D data [11, 12] , which require landmarks or training with a large set of registered models to construct a subspace of linear deformations. This type of 3D registration can also be computationally very expensive. Finally, AAMs was used to track feature points on 3D video [20] , though the latter technique requires manually intensive steps for AAM training, needs texture images and is subject-dependent. These techniques are not fully automatic, and they leave a lot of room for improving detailed correspondence work required for a wider range of expressions and/or for detecting subtle expressions.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach which handles the registration and recognition problems concurrently. Since there are automatic algorithms that solve the 3D alignment problem, such as the well-known ICP algorithm, we worked on aligned 3D faces. We employed landmark based alignment via several feature points (like eye corners, nose tip, mouth corners) which provides only coarse alignment. Our starting point is the posterior probability of an action unit AU . We assume that given an observation O of a wireframe 3D face model, the posterior probability of AU is
Here, I is 2D mapped surface feature image. As feature image we use 2D-mapped mean curvature values as explained in Subsection 2.1. I AU represents the resampled values of I over the analysis domain of the action unit according to an estimated deformation φ A that maps the reference domain D A ⊂ R 2 onto the target input. Thus,
where q represents the coordinates of the target image domain D B ⊂ R 2 , i.e., 2D domain of our target face B, while p denotes the coordinates of the corresponding analysis domain in the reference image. Eventually, this deformation is the result of the registration that establishes correspondences between two feature maps, it is depicted in Figure 1 . Thus, we use the registered values I AU at the action unit regions as our observation.
From the Bayes' rule, the posterior probability is
We assume that the likelihoods are Gaussian with mean vector μ AU and covariance matrix Σ AU ,
Defining the likelihoods as
a decision is made by using the log-likelihood ratio test:
where b is the decision threshold. Here, binary classification is performed for each action unit, and hence AU = 1 and AU = 0 denote the hypothesis of action unit is present or not, respectively. Since their ratio is taken, the evidence terms in Equation 3 are canceled. Setting threshold to b = 0 corresponds to the use of equal priors, and thus reducing it to maximum likelihood (ML) detection. On the other hand, maximum a posteriori (MAP) detection is realized when b is nonzero.
For the likelihood of target present (L 1 ) or of target absent (L 0 ), μ AU and Σ AU are estimated from the positive and negative training samples respectively. Any sample that does not contain the AU is assumed as negative. Here, under the independence assumption, diagonal covariance matrices are employed, and estimation of separate covariance matrices for positive and negative samples leads to quadratic discriminant functions. The training procedure is depicted in Figure 1 where the registration of Lip Corner Action Unit -AU12 and estimated mean image from its positive samples are demonstrated. However, the estimations are performed over the action unit analysis domains which are created by manual segmentation as described in Subsection 3.1.
In this proposed framework, various registration techniques are possible to estimate φ A . For instance, AAM is very popular in facial expression analysis field and also have been employed for 3D to track faces over their texture images [27, 20] . Employing AAMs might be problematic in our framework since we aim to work in a personindependent manner. Their deformation capacity is limited by the training data and they allow only linear global deformations. Instead, our scheme has the potential to obtain local and much denser deformation fields that enable capturing subtler expression differences. This is enabled by the local deformation estimation method as explained in Subsection 2.2. The confounding local deformations, such as Figure 1 : Registration of the Lip Corner Puller Action Unit (AU12) and the estimated mean image. A reference curvature map is registered to the target via multiresolution deformable mesh, and then the target is resampled at the reference domain. After establishing correspondences between the samples, estimations are done over the action unit analysis domains. differences in physiognomy of people and 2D mapping distortions are also handled successfully with this method.
Another critical point here is the choice of the registration reference. This choice is especially important for some expressions, like that of Mouth Stretch (AU27) or Jaw Drop (AU26). Registration of a closed mouth to open case is obviously problematic and yields locally incorrect deformations. This is due to the occlusion at the mouth cavity where no actual correspondence is available. Eventually these occlusion problems will degrade the discrimination power of the trained detectors. Therefore, instead of using a single, for instance, a neutral face for every AU, we employ a number of references according to AU characteristics. Increasing the number of references means better accuracy and discrimination, and also decrease in the convergence time. On the other hand, the computational cost will proportionally increase. However, this problem lends itself conveniently to parallel processing. Moreover, in the video data tracking framework, this computational load can be much less since motion differences between the successive frames will be small. In our tests on static data, convergence time was about one second per reference with Core2Duo 3GHz pro-cessor.
Surface Feature Maps
The analysis to detect the facial actions are conducted on feature maps of the facial surfaces. There are two main benefits of using the feature maps. First, we transfer the problem from 3D domain to 2D domain, considerably reducing the computational cost for detailed correspondence estimation, the 3D giving rise to larger amount of data points and higher degrees of freedom. 2D surface mapping has been developed in computer graphics community first for texture and other detail maps to produce plausible virtual models, and then it has been applied to face recognition [28] and tracking of facial surfaces [29] . We have not encountered its application for expression recognition before. Among different mapping methods [7] , we apply an angle-preserving parameterization method known as least squares conformal mapping (LSCM) [9] . Thanks to its angle-preserving property fairly consistent shapes can be obtained on 2D images, which is crucial for matching. LSCM is solved linearly, hence it works quite fast.
A second benefit of using feature images is that they are very convenient to analyze shapes. To this effect we use mean curvature values that are estimated on 3D surface meshes. The facial muscle activations cause deformations on the facial surface that can result in unique features of expressions, and this in turn can be measured via surface curvatures.
Certain pre-processing steps need to be executed to condition the acquired range data before any 2D mapping since many 3D sensing devices produce noisy inputs. Several noise filtering steps are applied to remove spikes, to smooth data, and to fill in the holes. Eventually, manifold surfaces in disk topology are created in the form of 3D wire-frames. These processing steps do not require any manual intervention. Sample raw and pre-processed 3D faces are shown in Figure 2a and Figure 2b respectively.
The re-sampling of the mapped values on the discrete image coordinates are obtained very rapidly even for high resolution meshes by utilizing graphics rendering hardware. We found that 256x256 pixel resolution was adequate for detection of the action units. Feature map for Jaw Drop (AU26) is shown in Figure 2c .
When matching feature images that are defined only inside the parametric domains, it may not be possible to find correspondences outside the domain. This can give rise to errors both during registration and matching evaluation. Such errors can become especially severe, for instance, when parts of cheeks are clipped due to large yaw angle and single-view acquisition. To alleviate this problem, the regions outside the parametric domains are extrapolated. In order to obtain a smooth extrapolation an efficient image in-painting algorithm is applied [23] . A sample registration image obtained after all these processing steps is shown in Figure 2d .
Multiresolution Elastic Registration
In order to bring a reference and a target feature image into correspondence, 2D elastic deformations are estimated from the reference to the target. This registration is realized in a multi-resolution way using Gaussian image pyramids and multi-resolution meshes. This prevents being trapped in locally optimal solutions and handles rigid alignments conveniently. We have used four resolution levels. The estimated motions at a coarser level are mapped onto a finer scale via barycentric mappings of finer mesh vertices to coarser ones. Image values are re-sampled adaptively according to triangle areas over these meshes. Thus, 2D multi-resolution representation of facial surfaces are obtained.
Adaptive Mesh Generation
Domain meshes are generated adaptively as a function of image features as well as image resolution. First, a new domain contour is obtained by a smoothing and downsampling procedure. This is needed because the contours from scanned data can contain excessive amount of points and they can zigzag a lot. Smoothing according to resolution is achieved by fitting a B-spline curve (third degree) with few control points proportional to the number of con-tour pixels. The new contour points are obtained by sampling from this curve and they define the new reference domain.
In the second step, constraint points are created for the mesh vertices. These points are generated so that the mesh becomes relatively denser in regions where more features are available for matching, as in lips and nose. To produce these points efficiently, the method proposed for interactive geometry remeshing [1] is utilized. The idea is to generate a mesh density control map, and then to make image halftoning that produce binary pixels to be used as fixed mesh points. For this purpose, we have used gradient magnitude of the curvature images (G) after emphasizing them with (γ) and scaling by s in order to adjust the number of points according to the desired resolution with D = s · G γ . Notice that γ is a controllable parameter that modifies the relative mesh density, and it is set to 1.5 in our work.
In the final step, Delaunay triangulation [3] is applied to the image and the contour points, and then mesh is generated with the algorithm described in [18] . Here, maximum triangle edge length is limited by average contour edge length to obtain regular triangles.
This proposed mesh generation method provides finer grained estimation where necessary, at lip contours for instance, and at the same time reduces the computational load by placing bigger triangles on featureless regions. An example mesh at the finest level is shown in Figure 1. 
Deformation Estimation
For the deformation estimation the method proposed in [17] is employed. Let's define D A ⊂ R 2 as the 2D parametric domain of the reference surface A, and φ(p) as the registration deformation that maps the 2D coordinate vector p ∈ D A from this domain to the target image. Then, φ is solved by minimizing a total energy expression, E T , which is composed of matching energy, E M , and deformation energy, E D , terms.
2 dp, (9)
Here I B and I A are images that are going to be registered images (curvature values) of the reference surface A and target surface B, ρ determines the rigidity of the deformable mesh, and E GL is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor of which Frobenius norm is evaluated.
Details of this deformation estimation method is found in [17] where also surface texture was used for matching. The solution is obtained by finite element discretization using the generated reference meshes with gradient descent approach. Integrals for matching energy and its gradients are approximated by recursive triangular subdivision over these finite elements. On the other hand, deformation integrals are calculated efficiently without any approximation, since deformation gradient is constant for triangular elements.
Experimental Results and Discussions
Bosphorus database 1 [16] , which is an extensive database of 3D faces acquired with a 3D structured light system, is employed in the experiments. This database contains 105 subjects acting a large repertoire of expressions, various head poses and occlusions (beard, moustache, glasses, etc.). Several of the lower and upper facial action units of FACS are represented as well as a host of emotional expressions. All in all, there are 54 labeled face images per subject. Notice however that, since the action units are not coded by certified coders, but labeled according to the intended acting, some faces are open to interpretation. Furthermore, for certain subjects some of the expressions are missing. The number of points on 3D faces varies roughly between 30K and 50K.
Action Unit Detection Performance
22 AUs are tested with 10-fold subject cross-validation over the data set of 1876 faces. With this type of crossvalidation a subject appears in only one of the folds. This ensures that subjects in the test sets are unseen in the training set. Then for each AU, training and test samples are taken from the subjects of the corresponding sets. The positive samples are the apex expressions of the corresponding AU, and the negative samples are composed of neutral faces and all other apex expressions that do not contain this AU.
Examples of some of the AUs from the database are shown in Figure 3 . In this figure, the left image for each AU shows the actual image from a subject; the right image shows the mean image obtained from the positive samples of that AU, which is seen through its corresponding analysis mask. The analysis masks delineate AU activation regions. These masks were set manually by visual comparison of neutral and AU/expression curvature maps. We believed such a coarse segmentation was adequate, since the AU influence regions are quite local, as for example, the case of forehead in the brow raiser AU.
The detection performance of the algorithm is illustrated with the ROC curves. Notice that a single figure of merit, like equal error rate, could be quite misleading especially in a case like ours where the number of negative samples is much larger as compared to positives. Therefore hit (true positive) and false alarm (false positive) rates plotted against various decision thresholds, that is the ROC curves, give clearer picture of the algorithm. In Figure 4 we show the plots for some lower and upper AUs. These AUs are selected purposefully to enable comparison with the 2D work of Bartlett et al. [2] . Though the two data sets are different, they consist of posed expressions, and thus they can give some idea. Here, generally the curves rise more sharply compared to Figure 4 of Bartlett et al. [2] , and especially performances on AU14 and AU20 are considerably better with respect to area under the curve (AuC). To the best of our knowledge, the only other work on 3D AU recognition is presented in [20] where eight AUs are considered. However, we are not able to make any direct comparisons since in that work multi-category forced choice classification was applied and dynamics of feature points rather than static data were used.
To express the performance with a single number, the area under the curve is very convenient, since it is equivalent to the theoretical maximum achievable correct rate for a binary classification problem. In Table 1 the AuC values and detection statistics according to ML detection (equal prior thresholds) are listed for the 22 action units. The average AuC is 96.2 which is higher than 92.6 of Bartlett et al. [2] , though this must be interpreted with caution since not only the data sets are different but also only 17 of their 20 AUs are common with our data set. While we have AU18, AU22, AU28, AU34 and AU43, their data set includes AU5, AU6 and AU11, which ours does not. We noticed significant improvements especially on AU23 (from 70% to 92%), AU14 (from 85% to 96%), AU20 (from 84% to 95%), and AU26 (from 85% to 97%). Also, we obtained much higher hit rates in our experiments.
One question that may come to mind is how our approach achieves the claimed detection levels despite the fact that curvature values do not contain information about the direction of deformations. This is important; because spatial deformations are crucial in the recognition of many AUs. We conjecture that our non-rigid registration approach takes into account the spatial deformations, though indirectly. In fact, the ρ parameter in Equation 8 adjusts the rigidity of the deformation, hence it provides a mechanism to control the extent of allowed deformation. For instance, when a face not containing a given AU is tested for detection, the resulting deformation will not be excessive if we assign adequate weight to this parameter. Thus, it will not fit well to the model of that-AU (positive hypothesis), but fit better to the negative model (non that-AU). In our work we found experimentally that the ρ parameter fixed at 500 gives good results.
Subtle Expression Analysis
We also analyzed the capability of capturing subtle expressions by experimenting on AU12 -Lip Corner Puller. In this experiment, a separate set of lower intensity AU12 faces (60 cases) is tested in person-independent manner. The training data from the apex expressions which is obtained in the experiment given in Subsection 3.1 (positives: apex, negatives: neutral and other apex AUs) was also employed in this testing. Thus, we experimented the lower intensity faces by 10-fold subject cross-validation. In Figure 1 we see the mean AU12 image and its analysis domain, and Figure 6 shows some sample subtle AU12 expressions with the corresponding neutral and apex faces. As seen from this figure, person-independent recognition of these subdued expressions may be very difficult by analyzing facial landmarks. On the other hand, we observe that substantial deformations are revealed on the curvature maps which can be captured by our non-rigid registration scheme. The AU12 detector operates at 93.2% hit rate when the false alarm rate is 7% when tested in the whole set, and has 1% false alarm when the test set is limited to 103 neutral faces. Finally, the detector, even though is set at the operating point (ML threshold) of apex cases, it is still capable of classifying correctly half of the 60 low-intensity expressions. This means that when operating in an environment of only subtle expressions, a more appropriate threshold can be set resulting in higher detection performance.
To find out whether it was possible to categorize subtle from strong expressions, we show whisker plots of the log-likelihood ratios of the neutral, subtle, and apex faces in Figure 5 . The decision threshold according to maximum likelihood detection of apex expressions is also shown by a dashed red line. Whisker plots summarize the values by drawing the boxes which cover the ranges from lower to upper quartile, and median is shown with the middle 
Conclusion
We have introduced a novel approach to recognize facial actions from 3D static data in a subject-independent manner. The proposed facial AU understanding system advances the state-of-art in several respects. First, it mitigates and effectively solves the correspondence estimation problem as a byproduct of the recognition task by using a multiresolution scheme. Thus, unlike the previous 3D work where landmarks are required, the proposed method can be employed in an application where automated analysis is mandatory. Second, the non-rigid registration method enables detailed analysis of facial surface curvatures so that we have superior detection of wide range of facial deformation types, including difficult subtle expression cases. This represents an improvement over the previous 3D work. As far as we know, this is the first 3D study on such a rich set of facial action units, where successful detection results on 22 upper and lower facial actions have been demonstrated. However, for this reason, quantitative comparison with any previous 3D work was not possible.
